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Pro’s paradise
Adrian Justins reports on a no-compromise
cinema created for a TV/film professional

W

e call it a home cinema but
the owner of this high-end
outfit refers to it as a
viewing room. Who are we to argue
with a BAFTA-award winning drama
writer who’s just spent £35,000 to
create the ultimate meeting room
for a film professional?
This project in Luton was handled
by Chelmsford-based pro install
company The Cinema Rooms,
whose designers discussed
at length the luvvy’s needs for

uncompromising picture and sound
performance.
A 12-seat luxury cinema was
proposed and agreed. Armed with
a shopping list to make George
Osborne wince, the company
splashed some serious cash
designing a 7.2 system, and
proceeded to convert what was
once an empty shell in a newly-built
house into a truly sumptuous theatre.
There’s some serious hardware in
here. Image creation is handled by

Panasonic’s DMP-BDT300 Blu-ray
deck in conjunction with Vivitek’s
£10,000 H9080FD LED-lit DLP
projector, which is ceiling-mounted.
The sound department is led by
Danish audio specialist Artcoustic,
with two-way Spitfire speakers used
for the front left, centre and right
channels and four Diablo Monitor X2s
used for the rears and surround back
channels. The front channel speakers
are placed behind the Screen
Research acoustically-transparent

Dim the lights:
Over 40
recessed lights
create the
appropriate
ambience for
this small-scale
Odeon
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installs 43
The dozen
FrontRow
cinema seats
are arranged
on three tiers,
so everyone
gets a good
view

Kit Checklist
Screen Research: THX ISF projection
screen 3.0m 16:9 screen
Vivitek: H9080FD LED
DLP projector
Artcoustic: 3 x Spitfire Venues: 3 x
Spitfire Subwoofers; 4 x Diablo
Monitor X2s; 3 x PA1800 power
amplifiers
FrontRow: 12 x Cinema Style seats
Panasonic: DMP-BDT300 Blu-ray
Denon: AVR-4311 9.2
channel receiver
Denon’s new top-of-the-range AVR
delivers a claimed 9 x 140W
of amplification
Equipment: AV Rack 35U
(rolling assembly)
Rako: Five scene lighting controller
Apple/Crestron: Remote control
integration
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A

THX ISF projection screen, along
with a trio of Spitfire subwoofers for
effortlessly controlled bass extension
and slam.
Amplification and processing are
provided by a combination of
Denon’s latest AVR-4311 receiver,
which feeds the surround back and
rears, and three Artcoustic PA1800
power amplifiers, charged with
front-line duties.
Motorised blackout blinds work in
tandem with a Rako wireless lighting
system to control the ambient light
levels, whilst an iPad is used to
control the system with a Crestron
Prodigy intelligent interface design.
One of the challenges of the
project was the room height and
sloped ceiling, but a three-metre
screen fitted in perfectly.
With audio and video calibration
carried out so that every seat
in the room can enjoy the finest
performance, the system easily
copes with 105db reference levels.
Unsurprisingly, the owner of this
room is knocked out by the results

A All quiet on the set

Vivitek’s H9080FD uses LED
technology. Benefits include the
elimination of the rainbow effect,
low power consumption, and
– because there is no need for
a fan – zero noise from above when
watching movies and no waiting
for bulbs to warm up or cool down

B

B Chocks away!

Mounted behind the projector
screen is this imposing front
soundstage from Artcoustic’s
Spitfire range, which is driven by
the brand’s PA1800 power amps

C Devilishly good audio
Rear and surround effects are
delivered by Artcoustic’s wallmounted Diablo Monitor X2s

D In the mood

A Rako 5 Scene lighting controller
offers preset scenes of different light
levels to suit different moods

C

D
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